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Safe & Sound is a children’s advocacy organization working to prevent 
and reduce the impact of childhood abuse, neglect, and trauma. It does 
this by strengthening families, building communities, and advancing 
healing, equity, and justice. Safe & Sound envisions a future free from 
childhood trauma where all children, families, and communities are 
safe, supported, and loved.  

Safe & Sound has been a pioneer in the field of child abuse, neglect, 
and trauma prevention, working within San Francisco and expanding 
its impact throughout the state of California. Next year in 2023, Safe 
& Sound will celebrate its 50th anniversary.  

Child abuse is a complex problem, but a preventable one. Safe & 
Sound’s data-informed approach leverages three primary strategies: 
empowering children with knowledge and confidence; supporting 
families by providing resources and skills; and activating the 
community and the change-makers within it to create a thriving 
social safety net for children and their families. 

The organization has an annual budget of over $15 million, manages 
$25M in assets, and is supported by approximately 70 staff, interns, 
and more than 80 volunteers. Safe & Sound partners with over 100 
organizations annually. Safe & Sound owns two buildings from which 
it provides services to the community: an historic firehouse in the 
Haight-Ashbury neighborhood and a multi-agency office building in 
the Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood in San Francisco. 

Safe & Sound recently merged with The Center for Youth Wellness 
(CYW), a national leader in the effort to advance pediatric medicine, 
raise public awareness, and transform the way society responds to 
children exposed to Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs). Founded 
by California’s first Surgeon General Dr. Nadine Burke Harris, CYW has 
created a national call to screen, treat, and heal ACEs and toxic stress. 

ABOUT SAFE & SOUND 

LEARN MORE:
safeandsound.org
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The CEO will provide leadership and direction inspired by a genuine passion for empowering, and 
improving the lives of children and families. The CEO will have a clear vision for Safe & Sound’s 
future and opportunities for greater impact informed by the new 3-year strategic plan. They will 
uphold Safe & Sound’s legacy as a trailblazing organization with talented staff, strong partnerships, 
and a solid reputation in the field. 

The CEO will be a highly visible member of the social services community, representing Safe & Sound 
locally, throughout California, and nationally. This leader will embody a strong commitment to San 
Francisco’s children and families and will promote the organization, accelerating its impact, resource 
development, and brand recognition. The role leads and oversees the organization’s operations, 
culture, values, talent, and financial performance, and owns and protects the mission. 

A successful CEO will inspire not only Safe & Sound staff, 
but all who the CEO engages. They will have the character 
and confidence to work comfortably in an external role 
and to work effectively with a broad range of constituents, 
both within Safe & Sound and externally. The CEO will be a 
strong and decisive leader, making decisions on a factual/
analytical basis with fair consideration of others’ views. 

Reporting to and partnering with the Board of Directors, 
the CEO will provide strategic leadership and will work 
proactively to inspire engagement among partners, 
donors, government officials, and communities. With 
the Board and development team, the CEO will fundraise 
with public government agencies and private individual 
and institutional funders for Safe & Sound to strategically 
innovate into its next chapter. 

The CEO will be able to credibly represent the organization 
in policy leadership and research, family and community 
supports, and child abuse, neglect and trauma prevention. 
The CEO will grasp the core concepts, track relevant 
trends, and document Safe & Sound’s social impact, 
thereby maintaining Safe & Sound as a leader in the field. 

THE OPPORTUNITY
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Keys for success include: 
• Passion for improving the lives of children and families; 

• Vision for Safe & Sound’s future and the ability to enact that vision; 

• Inspiration for all who work with or for Safe & Sound; 

• Modeling leadership rooted in equity and supporting the work of the Equity Council and DEI 
Committee;  

• Championing a spirit of collaboration and open communications across all organizational 
departments and operations to advance organizational goals; 

• Serving as a thought partner to the Board of Directors, collaborating with them to solidify the 
strategic plan; 

• Diversifying and increasing public and private funding streams to support programming; 

• Increasing both the visibility and influence of Safe & Sound by serving as a national thought 
leader; 

• Ensuring programmatic effectiveness through evaluating quantitative and qualitative program 
analytics, technology, and innovation; 

• Ensuring the financial health of the organization;  

• Embodying a clear, inspiring vision and translating timely strategies into effectively executed 
plans; 

• Providing leadership of diverse community-based programs; 

• Advocating for policy and systems change that improve the lives of children and families; and 

• Actively engaging and energizing external stakeholders, providing thought leadership. 
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The CEO of Safe & Sound will possess the following attributes and competencies: 

A STRATEGIC, VISIONARY, AND INSPIRATIONAL LEADER 
The ideal candidate will be a strategic leader who, with the Board, will refine and 
articulate a vision for the organization. This capable leader will have an eye constantly 
focused on the future; how to best adapt Safe & Sound to its changing environment, 
and how to expand Safe & Sound’s successful programs. The CEO will be an intelligent 
self-starter who is resourceful and entrepreneurial, yet team oriented. Serving as a 
thought leader, the CEO will continue to expand Safe & Sound’s statewide footprint. 
The successful candidate will have an abiding commitment to a team environment 
that establishes priorities, goals, and timelines to achieve quantifiable and qualitative 
outcomes. An engaging and supportive leader, the CEO will have a track record of 
motivating and inspiring others to achieve impact through creativity and teamwork and 
of leveraging individual strengths to meet organizational goals. 

CANDIDATE PROFILE
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A COMMITMENT TO RACIAL EQUITY 
The CEO will play a critical role by continuing 
to model leadership rooted in equity. This 
leader will work tirelessly to address issues 
of structural and racial injustice by working 
with leaders, advocates, and lawmakers to 
create meaningful change. This leader will 
embrace principles of anti-racism in external 
communications, teambuilding, funder 
engagement, and all Safe & Sound’s operations 
and programs. This leader will continue Safe 
& Sound’s focus on building  partnerships with 
the intent of building equity into the structures, 
culture, systems and processes that guide Safe 
& Sound internally as well as the communities 
Safe & Sound serves and represents. The ideal 
candidate will demonstrate an understanding of, 
and/or have lived experience and/or a history 
of working collaboratively with communities 
of color, and uplifting the voices of those 
most marginalized in their pursuit of justice. 
Moreover, the ideal candidate will bring 
expertise, an innovative and open mindset, and 
a commitment to inclusive practice that values 
different backgrounds and life experiences and 
allows everyone to bring their authentic self to 
the work of Safe & Sound. 

AN ADVOCATE FOR SAFE & SOUND 
The ideal candidate will be a high-energy, inspirational leader who will serve as an advocate 
for Safe & Sound, children, and families. This leader’s executive and mission-driven 
presence will effectively articulate and convey the mission and priorities of Safe & Sound 
to a range of constituents including legislators, donors, children, families, community 
partners, the Board of Directors, and staff. This leader will continue Safe & Sound’s 
trajectory as a leader and partner in San Francisco and beyond. Working effectively with 
diverse populations, the CEO will not only be credible, but will be a leader in the field. 
As the external voice of the organization, the CEO will possess excellent oral and written 
communication skills and will be a confident, experienced public speaker. 
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BUSINESS AND OPERATIONAL ACUMEN 

This leader will be future-oriented, promoting innovation, and inspiring 
others. The CEO will be a communicative and transparent leader with a track 
record of success in organizational management, including deep managerial 
and operational expertise with the deftness to guide an organization through 
change. Moreover, the CEO will leverage innovative approaches to problem-
solving and day-to-day operations. This leader will bring experience retaining, 
building, and leading teams of the highest degree of professionalism and 
guiding team members’ growth and development. A strategic executor, the 
CEO will have an analytical orientation, utilizing data and metrics to inform 
decisions and achieve strategic objectives. The successful candidate will have 
the ability to develop a robust and trusting partnership 
with the Board and ensure fiduciary responsibility, 
sound financial management practices, and 
accountability while remaining creative and innovative. 
The CEO will be a catalyst for the organization, 
implementing best practices of nonprofit management 
and ensuring that overall day-to-day operations are 
aligned with strategic goals. Fundamentally, this leader 
will be capable of pulling the strategic levers to drive 
the organization with the right focus in the right areas. 

A RELATIONSHIP BUILDER AND 
FUNDRAISER 
The ideal candidate will build and sustain excellent 
relationships at multiple levels internally and 
with various external constituencies. A persuasive 
communicator, the CEO will have the ability to foster 
an atmosphere of collaboration and partnership across 
the organization. The CEO will have familiarity with a 
wide range of fundraising channels, to open new, and 
maintain existing, streams of corporate, foundation, 
and government giving. The CEO will build collaboration 
and buy-in within and outside the Safe & Sound 
community, generating support for the organization. 
The CEO will be a dynamic and credible leader who can 
deal effectively with people of different philosophies, 
backgrounds, and cultures. The CEO will be a proactive, 
transparent communicator at all times. 
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A PASSION FOR THE MISSION 
The ideal candidate will embody the values and mission of Safe & Sound 
and, as a result, will inspire and motivate others. An empathic, confident 
leader, the CEO will embrace the history and culture of Safe & Sound, 
which is integral to gaining credibility with the staff, children, parents, 
community, partners, and Board. The CEO will be energized by the history 
and the future of Safe & Sound, understanding the organization to be a 
voice in solidarity with children and communities who are systemically 
disenfranchised. This leader will have a sense of humor, charisma, and be 
known for treating others with respect. The CEO will be an individual of 
unquestioned integrity, ethics and values; someone who can be trusted 
without reservation. 
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COMPENSATION & BENEFITS 

Salary is competitive and commensurate with experience. The salary range for this 
position begins at $250,000. 
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CONTACT

 
About Koya Partners

Koya Partners, a part of Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search and strategic advising firm dedicated to 
connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven clients. Our founding philosophy—The Right Person in 
the Right Place Can Change the World—guides our work as we partner with nonprofits & NGOs, institutions of higher 
education, responsible businesses, and social enterprises in local communities and around the world. 

For more information Koya Partners, visit www.koyapartners.com.

Koya Partners, the executive search firm that specializes in mission-driven 
search, has been exclusively retained for this engagement. Alex Corvin and 
Maleka Pensky of Koya Partners have been exclusively retained for this search. 
To express interest in this role please submit your materials here, or email 
Alex and Maleka directly at safeandsound@koyapartners.com. All inquiries 
and discussions will be considered strictly confidential. 

Koya Partners is committed to providing reasonable accommodation to 
individuals living with disabilities. If you are a qualified individual living with 
a disability and need assistance expressing interest online, please email 
NonprofitSearchOps@divsearch.com. If you are selected for an interview, 
you will receive additional information regarding how to request an 
accommodation for the interview process. 

Safe & Sound is an equal opportunity employer and strongly encourages 
applications from people of color, persons with disabilities, women, and 
LGBTQ+ applicants. 
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